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Abstract The dynamics of the giant planet magnetodiscs are strongly influenced by plane-
tary rotation. Yet the solar wind must ultimately remove plasma from these rapidly rotating
magnetodiscs at the same rate that plasma is transported radially outward from the source
regions: the Io and Enceladus plasma tori. It is not clear how the solar wind influences
magnetospheric dynamics when the dynamics are dominated by rotation. However, auroral
observations provide important clues. We review magnetodisc sources and radial transport
and the solar wind interaction with the giant magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn in an
attempt to connect auroral features with specific drivers. We provide a discussion of auroral
signatures that are related to the solar wind interaction and summarize with a discussion
of global magnetospheric dynamics as illustrated by global MHD simulations. Many ques-
tions remain and it is the intent of this review to highlight several of the most compelling
questions for future research.

Keywords Neutral clouds · Plasma torus · Momentum loading · Dynamics · Aurora ·
Magnetodiscs · Reconnection · Solar wind

1 Introduction

The dynamics of giant planet magnetospheres are largely dominated by planetary rota-
tion. The centrifugal confinement of plasma originating from Io and Enceladus, located
deep in the inner magnetosphere, is fundamental to the formation of these structures. The
equatorially-confined plasma carries azimuthal currents that distort the magnetic field into
a thin disc-like structure called the magnetodisc (see discussion by M. Kivelson, this is-
sue). The outward plasma transport mechanism in these rapidly-rotating magnetospheres is
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thought to be the centrifugally-driven flux tube interchange instability (akin to the gravita-
tional Rayleigh-Taylor instability). Eventually, the plasma is lost to the magnetotail, mod-
ulated by the variable upstream solar wind environment (Arridge et al. 2011; Jackman and
Arridge 2011). Reconnection likely plays a key role in generating disconnected plasma blobs
(plasmoids) that can be carried away by the solar wind. The Vasyliunas cycle is based on
centrifugal stretching of the magnetodisc in the tail region, allowing the current sheet to thin
and reconnection to operate (Vasyliunas 1983). Dayside reconnection can drive a Dungey
cycle of reconnection that on long time scales requires tail reconnection to conserve flux
(Dungey 1961). This solar wind-driven reconnection could be important for magnetodisc
dynamics. Finally, the tangential stresses generated at the magnetopause boundary by the
solar wind’s viscous interaction can also influence dynamics (Axford and Hines 1961; De-
lamere and Bagenal 2010). All of these processes lead to mass loss from the magnetodisc.

Mass transport is a two-way process in planetary magnetospheres and cannot be con-
sidered independent of magnetic flux or internal energy transport. While net mass flux can
point into or out of the magnetosphere, magnetic flux must be balanced on long time scales.
At Jupiter and Saturn, roughly 500 kg/s and 50 kg/s are lost to the solar wind, respectively
(Delamere and Bagenal 2013). During radial transport, plasma is heating non-adiabatically,
requiring an input energy of 3–16 TW at Jupiter and 75–630 GW at Saturn (Bagenal and
Delamere 2011). The detailed physical transport mechanisms and associated heating are
poorly understood. However, ultimately the transport physics must take into consideration
the interaction of the giant magnetodiscs with the solar wind.

The purpose of this article is to review the internally-driven dynamics and the solar wind
interaction. We review: mass and energy transport in planetary magnetodiscs (Sect. 2), mag-
netopause boundary processes that facilitate the solar wind interaction (Sect. 3), and obser-
vational clues found in the auroral emissions (Sect. 4). Finally, we conclude with a discus-
sion of what global simulations reveal about the solar wind interaction (Sect. 5) and how
magnetodisc plasma is lost to the solar wind.

2 Mass and Energy Flow in Planetary Magnetodiscs

2.1 Sources

Quantifying the transport of mass and energy through planetary magnetodiscs is crucial for
untangling internal and external (i.e. solar wind) drivers of magnetospheric dynamics. For
example, the radial mass transport rate, Ṁ , together with ionospheric conductivity character-
izes the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling that can generate internally-driven aurora (e.g.
Hill 1979; Nichols and Cowley 2004; Ray et al. 2010). Non-adiabatic heating of the plasma
during radial transport affects the plasma-β at the magnetopause boundary that, in part, de-
termines the nature of the solar wind interaction (e.g. Masters et al. 2012a). The equilibrium
scale (i.e. subsolar distance of the magnetopause boundary) of the magnetosphere is depen-
dent on the momentum transfer rate from the solar wind, requiring that plasma mass loss to
the solar wind balances the internal plasma source rate (Delamere and Bagenal 2013). In this
section we discuss the flow of mass and energy in the context of magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling and the superthermal plasma populations of planetary magnetodiscs.

Located deep in the inner magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn, Io and Enceladus are
the respective sources of neutral gas that supply plasma to these planetary magnetodiscs.
The fate of these neutral gases is very different. At Jupiter nearly all of the iogenic neutral
gas is ionized and either removed from the system as fast escaping neutrals as a result of
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charge exchange or transported radially outward as plasma. Of the initial ∼ tonne per second
(1000 kg/s) of neutral gas generated by Io, only 500 kg/s survives as plasma for the mag-
netodisc. At Saturn, the low thermal electron temperatures near Enceladus result in a neu-
tral dominated gas in Saturn’s inner magnetospheres. The expansion and redistribution of
this neutral torus eventually supplies Saturn’s magnetodisc at larger radial distances, where
the electrons are hot enough to ionize. Ultimately, only ∼50 kg/s of the initial ∼200 kg/s
of water vapor spewing from the Encledus geysers is transport radially as plasma through
the magnetodisc. A complete discussion of the satellite neutral clouds and evolution of the
plasma tori is given by Achilleos et al. (2014, this issue).

2.2 Plasma Transport and Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling

At both Jupiter and Saturn, radial transport of plasma is driven primarily by centrifugal
forces. In this process, which is similar to the gravitationally driven Rayleigh-Taylor insta-
bility, rapidly rotating cold, dense plasma experiences an outward centrifugal force. As the
flux tubes containing cold, dense plasma move radially outward, flux tubes with hot, ten-
uous plasma are transported towards the planet to conserve magnetic flux, while reducing
the centrifugal potential energy of the system (see review by Thomas et al. 2004). Radial
transport out of the Io torus occurs very slowly, with plasma residing inside of 10 RJ for
∼23–50 days (Delamere and Bagenal 2003).

As plasma is radially transported outwards, conservation of angular momentum dictates
that it slows in its angular motion. However, the planetary magnetic field is frozen-in to the
magnetospheric plasma. Therefore, the slowing magnetospheric plasma exerts a stress on the
magnetic field, bending it backwards. Simultaneously, field-aligned currents develop, sup-
porting the magnetic field geometry and transferring angular momentum from the planetary
atmosphere to the magnetospheric plasma. These currents flow radially through the mag-
netospheric equator, and the ensuing J × B forces accelerates the magnetospheric plasma
towards corotation. The current circuit closes in the planetary ionosphere, with the latitudi-
nal current directed equatorwards, thus imposing a J × B force in the ionosphere opposite
to that in the magnetosphere. At Jupiter, the main auroral emission, observed in both IR and
UV wavelengths, is a signature of this current circuit, as the upward field-aligned currents
that feed the magnetospheric plasma are associated with planetward moving electrons that
excite the planetary atmosphere. Low latitude aurora have also been identified on Saturn
in the infrared and ultraviolet domain, which could correspond to the main emissions on
Jupiter (Stallard et al. 2008; Grodent et al. 2010). While omnipresent, Jupiter’s main auroral
is more dynamic than originally thought; However, the constant production—and subse-
quent transport—of Iogenic plasma lends itself to an exploration of the steady state system,
which can then be expanded to understand how the solar wind influences the main auroral
emission.

Hill (1979) first explored the above scenario, predicting the radial profile of the magne-
tospheric plasma’s angular velocity through balancing the ionospheric and magnetosphere
torques. His analytic description assumed a dipole planetary magnetic field and constant
ionospheric Pedersen conductance, ΣP . He found that the departure from corotation of the
magnetospheric plasma angular velocity could be characterized by a value,

L =
(

πΣP R2
pB2

P

Ṁ

)1/4

(1)

where RP is the planetary radius, BP is the magnetic field strength at the ionosphere, and
Ṁ is the radial mass transport rate in kg/s. For radial distance larger the L, the lag from coro-
tation of the plasma would be significant. It is clear to see from Eq. (1) that the location of
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the departure from corotation depends on the ratio of the ionospheric Pedersen conductance
to the radial mass transport rate.

Since the seminal analysis of Hill (1979), there have been many studies expanding the
simplifying assumptions of the original analysis (e.g. Huang and Hill 1989; Pontius 1997;
Cowley and Bunce 2001; Nichols and Cowley 2004; Smith and Aylward 2009; Ray et al.
2010; Yates et al. 2012). The giant planet systems are more complicated than a dipole mag-
netic field and a planetary atmosphere with constant Pedersen conductance. In steady state
the main factors that influence the ability of the planetary atmosphere to communicate an-
gular momentum to its surrounding magnetospheric plasma, and hence field-aligned current
strengths and subsequent auroral emission location and brightness, are (1) the rotation rate
of the planetary thermosphere; (2) the modification of the ionospheric Pedersen conduc-
tance with auroral electron precipitation; (3) the magnitude of the north-south component of
the planetary magnetic field; and (4) the latitudinal distribution of current carriers along the
magnetic field and possible accompanying potential drops.

Ultimately, in the case of Jupiter, the angular momentum that is transferred out to the
magnetospheric plasma comes from the planet’s deep interior. Angular momentum is trans-
ported from the deep interior to the thermosphere via advection and eddy diffusion (Smith
and Aylward 2008; Huang and Hill 1989). Thermospheric flows are then coupled to the
ionosphere through ion-neutral collisions. If the neutral thermosphere is significantly sub-
corotating, then that will affect the maximum planetary angular velocity that is communi-
cated to the magnetosphere. The Pedersen conductance, in part, controls the magnitude of
the ionospheric currents, and therefore the field-aligned currents that transport angular mo-
mentum outwards to the magnetospheric plasma. Electron precipitation into the planetary
atmosphere will enhance the Pedersen conductance, acting as a positive feedback mecha-
nism, which encourages the transfer of angular momentum (Nichols and Cowley 2004; Ray
et al. 2010). In both the jovian and saturnian magnetospheres, the planetary magnetic field
is distended by a current sheet that results in a decreased field strength from that of a dipole.
The departure of the field from a dipole configuration depends on the plasma pressure, and
will therefore change with local plasma parameters (Caudal 1986; Achilleos et al. 2010b,
2010a; Nichols 2011). Diminishing magnitude of the north-south component of the plan-
etary magnetic field will hinder the delivery of angular momentum to the magnetospheric
plasma, affecting the J × B force on the plasma (Pontius 1997).

Finally, both Jupiter and Saturn are rapid rotators, therefore their magnetospheric plasma
experiences strong centrifugal forces. Cold, heavy ions will be confined to the equatorial
plane whilst lighter ions, such as protons, and electrons will have more mobility along the
magnetic field. The ensuing charge separation results in an ambipolar electric field that acts
to restrict electrons in their planetward motion and pull positively charge particles up off the
equatorial plane. Ionospheric plasma is restricted to high latitudes because of gravitational
forces. Therefore, at high latitudes, there is a minimum in the plasma density along the mag-
netic flux tube (Su et al. 2003; Ray et al. 2009). Should the magnetospheric plasma’s demand
for angular momentum, and hence current, from the planet exceed the thermal electron cur-
rent density, field-aligned potentials will develop at the location of the plasma density mini-
mum. Changes in the magnitude of the field-aligned potentials with latitude, or equivalently
equatorial radius, will modify the electric field mapping between the ionosphere and the
magnetosphere, allowing for rotational decoupling between the two regions. Another effect
of the field-aligned potentials is to spread the transfer of angular momentum over a broader
region in the magnetospheric equator (Ray et al. 2010). Note that this process does not
necessarily broaden the width of the auroral emission at the planet because of the disten-
sion of the planetary magnetic field due to the current sheet. Jupiter’s sulfur dioxide-based
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chemistry, and hence lower abundance of protons relative to the Saturn’s water group-based
system, means that this effect is stronger in the jovian system.

At higher energies (i.e. superthermal particles) the nature of the sources of particles and
their transport can be quite different from the picture we just put forward. For instance,
energetic protons above a certain energy are believed to be created via the Cosmic ray albedo
neutron decay (Crand) mechanism (e.g., Cooper and Simpson 1980). These particles are the
decay products of neutrons created when cosmic rays have access to Saturn and its rings.
Recently, Roussos et al. (2011) linked energetic proton fluxes to the phase of the solar cycle
to provide more evidence for the Crand mechanism.

At higher energies, there is evidence of both the local interchange, described above for
thermal plasma, and the injection of global distributions of hot ions. Mitchell (2015) de-
scribed the latter type as signatures of current sheet collapse. These processes could in fact
be larger scale manifestations of interchange. But at least from the point of view of in situ
data, there are qualitative differences between larger scale injections, that can be imaged in
ENAs, and flux tube interchange, that occurs closer to the planet.

It is also not well understood how flux tube interchange and/or current sheet collapse
relate to transport on smaller spatial scale, e.g., micro-diffusion. Microdiffusion is believed
to be important, for instance, in explaining the rate of fill in of satellite micro signatures.
These depletions created by satellite absorptions fill in even when injections are not present.
It is important to keep in mind that there are multiple modes of transport in these systems.

2.3 Suprathermal Particles in Planetary Magnetodiscs

The solar wind flows approximately radially outward from the Sun. The ion plasma con-
tains light and heavy ions in various charge states, including both pick-up Hydrogen (H+)
and Helium (i.e., He+) and solar Hydrogen (H+) and He++ (alpha particles). The pickup
ions are derived from interstellar neutrals. Helium ions found in planetary magnetospheres
provide a good tracer of the access of solar wind. For instance, Haggerty et al. (2009) have
examined the relative proportion of the main energetic ions as a function of distance down
Jupiter’s magnetotail. They show that closer to the planet, the charged particles become
more dominated by Iogenic composition, but also reveal the deep penetration of solar wind
Helium.

The velocity distribution of the quiescent solar wind electrons can be modeled using a
Maxwellian for the cold plasma core, a kappa distribution for the halo (Vasyliunas 1968),
and a power law for the energetic tail (see Fig. 1). The velocity distribution of solar wind H+
measured in the solar wind at 5.2 AU (appropriate for Jupiter) also includes an interstellar
pickup proton population (Fig. 2).

The kappa distribution is used throughout the planetary magnetospheres and the helio-
sphere to describe suprathermal particles (e.g., Dialynas et al. 2009; Decker et al. 2005). It is
like a Maxwellian, but at small kappa parameters, it deviates in important ways (see Fig. 3).
The suprathermals can often play a leading role in the total particle pressure in planetary
magnetospheres (Sergis et al. 2010), and not surprisingly because it is a pressure-driven
current, the planetary ring current (Krimigis et al. 2007). Particles that generate auroral sig-
natures are typically in the suprathermal energy range.

Kappa distributions are observed regularly in magnetospheric contexts but the source
of these distributions is not well understood. In their very useful paper, Pierrard and Lazar
(2010) outline some of the theory behind the distribution and its applications in the solar
system. They point out, for instance, that, “an isotropic kappa distribution (instead of a
Maxwellian) in a planetary (context) leads to a number density n decreasing as a power law
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Fig. 1 Electron distribution of
the quiet time solar wind from
Wang et al. (2012)

Fig. 2 Proton velocity
distribution (plot symbols)
measured in the quiet solar wind
by Ulysses at an average
helioradius of 5.2 AU. In addition
to the core, halo and power-law
tail components, the proton
distribution includes pickup
protons whose distribution is flat
from low velocities up to about
twice the solar wind speed
(the ordinate has dimensions
s3 km−6) (Mason and Gloeckler
2012)

(instead of exponentially) with the radial distance r and a temperature T increasing with
radial distance (instead of being constant). . . .”

In addition to how the distribution may evolve as a function of radial distance from the
planet, it is also worth mentioning the important role of neutrals on suprathermal popula-
tions. Neutrals from Enceladus populate a wide region of the inner and middle magneto-
sphere of Saturn. These neutrals can cause suprathermal singly-charged ions to be lost from
the magnetosphere via charge exchange. In this process, the more energetic ion leaves the
system as an energetic neutral atom, leaving behind a cold ion. In fact, data reveal that in
Saturn’s inner magnetosphere, very low fluxes of trapped ions are present, except right at
the corotation speed (Young et al. 2005, their Fig. 1). Corotation speed ions also undergo
charge-exchange with ambient neutrals but this only replaces one thermal ion with another.
Paranicas et al. (2008) also found that energetic ions can be largely absent in Saturn’s inner
magnetosphere due to charge exchange. They show that often the energetic ions that are
detected are due to fresh injections.
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Fig. 3 From the work of
Pierrard and Lazar (2010)
showing examples of the kappa
distribution for different kappa
parameters. This figure illustrates
that as kappa goes to infinity, the
distribution is a Maxwellian

The situation for suprathermal electrons at Saturn is somewhat different. These particles
can be energized by heating from the cold plasma range (for instance through Coulomb col-
lisions with the corotating ions) and by invariant conservation as part of the inward motion
that takes place during injections/interchange. Suprathermal electrons can lose energy in in-
teractions with the neutral gas. They scatter off of all the charges in the gas/dust medium
and lose energy by, for instance, providing excitations to the atoms and molecules in the
medium. They are also efficient at ionizing and lose energy this way.

To summarize, the role of suprathermals in the inner magnetospheres of Jupiter and Sat-
urn is probably vastly different. At Jupiter, the distribution function of charged particles is
probably very robust between the cold plasma and the energetic particle range outward of
the confined neutral gas distributions. However, at Saturn, there are important losses of ions
in the suprathermal energy range and above to charge exchange with the expanded neu-
tral gas distribution (Cassidy and Johnson 2010; Fleshman et al. 2012). Furthermore, even
suprathermal and higher energy electrons at Saturn can be cooled by the presence of the
neutral gas. Sergis et al. (2010), for instance, showed that the corotating cold plasma is very
critical in the inner magnetosphere of Saturn and more energetic particles start to play a role
in the pressure at larger distances.

3 Magnetopause Boundary Processes

The question of exactly how the solar wind interacts with the giant planet magnetospheres
has been a major subject of debate. Although we have a significant amount still to learn
about this topic, recent studies have caused our understanding to evolve.

At the magnetopause boundary of a planetary magnetosphere there is a direct interac-
tion between the shock-processed solar wind plasma and the planetary magnetized plasma
environment. Understanding the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction at any planet must
be based on a clear understanding of the physical processes operating at the magnetopause.
These processes lead to mass, momentum, and energy transport into the magnetosphere.

In this section we discuss the processes operating at the magnetopause boundary of both
Jupiter’s and Saturn’s magnetosphere. As we will see, current understanding suggests that
the nature of these processes varies between planets, making the assumption of an Earth-like
solar wind interaction very likely invalid.
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3.1 Magnetic Reconnection

One of the major magnetopause processes responsible for energy transport is magnetic re-
connection (Dungey 1961; Vasyliunas 1975; Russell 1975) (see the review by Paschmann
2008 and references therein). This is a fundamental process where plasma and coupled mag-
netic field lines flow toward a reconnection ‘x-line’, where they become decoupled and are
essentially ‘cut’ and ‘reconnected’, before flowing away from the x-line and recoupling with
the plasma. This process changes the topology of the magnetic field and releases magnetic
energy. In the case of Earth’s magnetosphere, reconnection at the magnetopause is the prin-
cipal driver of energy flow through the magnetosphere.

The physics of the reconnection process remains the subject of much research. It is well-
established that the reconnection rate decreases as the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure
(the plasma β) adjacent to the current sheet increases (e.g. Sonnerup and Ledley 1974;
Anderson et al. 1997); however, recent work suggests that certain plasma conditions can
suppress the onset of reconnection itself. An increasing difference in plasma β across a
current sheet has been shown to suppress reconnection onset for an increasing range of
magnetic shears across the boundary (Phan et al. 2010, 2013). This is due to the potential for
particle drifts within the current sheet to prevent the flow pattern required for reconnection
from being established (Swisdak et al. 2003, 2010). This effect is hereafter referred to as
diamagnetic suppression. In addition, it has been suggested that a super-Alfvénic flow shear
in the direction of the reconnecting field can also suppress reconnection, similarly related
to disruption of reconnection-imposed flows (e.g. Cassak and Otto 2011). This effect is
hereafter referred to as flow shear suppression.

We know the Mach numbers of planetary bow shocks increase with distance from the
Sun (e.g. Russell et al. 1982), which produce different solar wind plasma conditions ad-
jacent to each planetary magnetopause. We also know that there is non-negligible plasma
pressure in the outer magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn, combined with significant flows
in the sense of planetary rotation. When considering the nature of magnetic reconnection
at both Jupiter’s and Saturn’s magnetopause, an assessment of the effect of these differing
conditions is essential.

Spacecraft observations at Jupiter’s magnetopause have revealed evidence for the oc-
currence of reconnection (Walker and Russell 1985; Huddleston et al. 1997). Identification
of encounters with the reconnection-related phenomenon of Flux Transfer Events (FTEs)
(Russell and Elphic 1978; Walker and Russell 1985) is a particularly clear indication that
the process does operate. However, spacecraft observations at Jupiter’s magnetopause re-
main limited, meaning that we cannot yet build a statistical picture of where, and under
what conditions, reconnection occurs.

McComas and Bagenal (2007) argued that the long time scale associated with an open
field line being dragged to the magnetotail by the solar wind compared to the time scale
of Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) sector changes means that such open field lines
can be closed through further magnetopause reconnection. The proposed ability of this sce-
nario to keep the amount of open flux in the system small was challenged by Cowley et al.
(2008), primarily on the basis of a comparison of expected rates of magnetic flux opening
and closure due to magnetopause reconnection at different locations. This concept remains
the subject of debate (McComas and Bagenal 2008).

Most recently, Desroche et al. (2012) used idealized models of conditions at Jupiter’s
magnetopause to draw conclusions about the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction. In-
cluded in their investigation was an assessment of how favorable conditions at Jupiter’s
magnetopause are for reconnection onset (see Fig. 4). They found that the large flow shears
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Fig. 4 Assessment of how
favorable conditions at Jupiter’s
magnetopause are for magnetic
reconnection onset. In all panels
the magnetopause surface is
viewed from along the solar wind
flow direction. The panel
surrounded by a blue rectangle
shows an assessment of flow
shear suppression, and the panels
surrounded by a red rectangle
show assessments of diamagnetic
suppression (for different values
of the plasma β in the
magnetosphere, βMSP). Regions
of each surface shaded in red are
regions where reconnection onset
is possible. Adapted from
Desroche et al. (2012)

across the dawn flank magnetopause generally prohibit reconnection due to flow shear sup-
pression. Furthermore, by considering different values of the (poorly constrained) plasma
β in Jupiter’s near-magnetopause magnetosphere they showed that diamagnetic suppression
may also be severe.

In the case of Saturn’s magnetosphere, in situ evidence for magnetopause reconnection
has also been reported (Huddleston et al. 1997; McAndrews et al. 2008; Lai et al. 2012;
Fuselier et al. 2014), and it has been suggested that some dayside auroral features are caused
by bursts of magnetopause reconnection (Radioti et al. 2011a; Badman et al. 2012a, 2013).
However, unlike Jupiter, no examples of FTEs have been identified to date (Lai et al. 2012),
and neither Saturn’s auroral power nor the thickness on the magnetospheric boundary layer
adjacent to the magnetopause show a clear response to the orientation of the IMF (unlike
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the case of Earth’s magnetopause reconnection-driven magnetosphere) (Crary et al. 2005;
Clarke et al. 2009; Masters et al. 2011).

Indirect evidence for dayside magnetopause reconnection at Saturn has been provided by
in situ observations by Cassini at high latitudes in the magnetosphere. The in situ data shows
the presence of magnetosheath plasma at the expected location of the cusp deep within the
magnetosphere and with dispersions characteristic of magnetopause reconnection. Jasin-
ski et al. (2014) have used ion energy-pitch angle dispersions to argue for a magnetopause
reconnection interpretation using data from the northern hemisphere. Furthermore, they ob-
served stepped time-energy ion dispersions that argue for pulsed reconnection, as suggested
by the rapid variations in clock angle inside CIRs (Jackman et al. 2005).

The southern polar cusp was studied using in situ data from Cassini in January and Febru-
ary 2007 (Arridge et al. 2014). In these events energy-pitch angle dispersions were also sug-
gested for magnetopause reconnection. These case studies demonstrated injections in the
cusp under a range of solar wind dynamic pressure conditions thus showing that the solar
wind interaction has an important component under more rarefield solar wind conditions.
The in situ data also contains evidence for a boundary layer between the open field lines
in the cusp and the field-aligned currents driving the main auroral emission thus suggesting
that the main auroral emission and the OCB are not exactly co-located. Evidence was also
presented that the cusp oscillated in position in phase with Saturn’s global magnetospheric
periodicities.

Note that although spacecraft observations in the vicinity of Saturn’s magnetopause are
currently more extensive than those made at Jupiter’s magnetopause, the Saturn data sets
also suffer from limited instrument fields-of-view. This almost always prohibits the assess-
ment of whether or not the clearest evidence for magnetopause reconnection in the form
of reconnection outflows (jets) were present at a spacecraft magnetopause encounter. As
a result, a comprehensive statistical picture of where and why magnetopause reconnection
occurs is also not available for Saturn’s magnetopause.

However, Masters et al. (2012a) assessed the diamagnetic suppression condition at Sat-
urn’s magnetopause using spacecraft observations of local plasma β conditions at the bound-
ary. They found that diamagnetic suppression is likely to be severe, primarily due to high-β
conditions in the solar wind adjacent to Saturn’s magnetopause (see Fig. 5). This high-β
environment is consistent with the high-Mach number of Saturn’s bow shock. It is thus ex-
pected that reconnection at Saturn’s magnetopause is generally limited to regions of the
magnetopause surface where the fields on either side of the boundary become almost anti-
parallel (note that this is presently consistent with observed reconnection signatures, e.g.
Fuselier et al. 2014). More recently, Masters et al. (2014) reported the results of a study that
was similarly based on measured near-magnetopause conditions. These authors inferred re-
connection electric field strengths (assuming the satisfaction of onset conditions), and sug-
gested that the resulting reconnection voltages applied to Saturn’s magnetosphere are gen-
erally not high enough to represent a major driver of system dynamics.

As we have discussed, near-magnetopause plasma conditions at both Jupiter and Saturn
differ from those at Earth’s magnetopause. Faster flows in the magnetosphere can suppress
reconnection, and higher plasma β on either side of the boundary can also limit the onset of
the reconnection process. Overall, current understanding suggests that the coupling between
the solar wind and both Jupiter’s and Saturn’s magnetospheres via magnetopause reconnec-
tion is weaker than that at Earth. How Jupiter and Saturn compare with each other remains
unclear.
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Fig. 5 Measured plasma β conditions at Saturn’s magnetopause and an assessment of the importance of
diamagnetic suppression of magnetopause reconnection. Taken from Masters et al. (2012a)

3.2 Shear-Flow Driven Instabilities

Energy transport across the magnetopause can also be achieved through the growth of insta-
bilities that are driven by the flow shears often present at the boundary. The most well studied
of these is the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability (e.g. Dungey 1955; Chandrasekhar 1961).
This is a fundamental instability that can grow in a wide range of fluid environments. For
sufficiently high flow shear across a boundary between two fluids, like a planetary magne-
topause, the boundary can become K-H unstable. A seed perturbation of a K-H unstable
interface will grow with time, rather than be suppressed, leading to surface waves in the
linear phase of the instability, and complex boundary vortices in the subsequent nonlinear
phase. There is substantial evidence for the development of K-H-driven waves and vortices
on Earth’s magnetopause (e.g. Hasegawa et al. 2004).

In this planetary magnetopause context, the role of K-H instability in promoting the
growth of other instabilities has received much research attention, in particular magnetic
reconnection (Nykyri and Otto 2001; Nakamura and Fujimoto 2005; Nakamura et al. 2006).
Reconnection within rolled-up K-H vortices has been observed at Earth’s magnetopause
(Nykyri et al. 2006; Hasegawa et al. 2009), and conditions in these complex structures is
expected to enhance plasma diffusion across the interface (e.g. Cowee et al. 2010). In case
of the terrestrial magnetosphere, solar wind energy transport into the magnetosphere under
northward IMF conditions is thought to occur primarily through the flanks of the magne-
topause as a result of the growth of the K-H instability (e.g. Hasegawa et al. 2004).

The different plasma conditions at the magnetopause of both Jupiter and Saturn com-
pared to at Earth’s magnetopause are expected to also affect shear flow-driven instabilities
like the K-H instability. Although the magnetosheath flow is similar, magnetospheric flows
just inside each giant planet magnetopause are appreciable, and directed from dawn to dusk,
having a strong effect on the flow shear. In addition, different plasma densities and magnetic
field strengths and orientations can affect the K-H stability of these boundaries (e.g. Chan-
drasekhar 1961; Southwood 1968). It is reasonable to expect that the dawn flank of both
Jupiter’s and Saturn’s magnetopause is K-H unstable, due to the larger flow shear, and thus
that more K-H-related perturbations should be present in this region (Galopeau et al. 1995).

Wave activity on Jupiter’s magnetopause has been identified based on multiple spacecraft
crossings of the boundary (Huddleston et al. 1997); however, as for investigation of other
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Fig. 6 Assessment of the
stability of Jupiter’s
magnetopause to the growth of
the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H)
instability. In all panels the
magnetopause surface is viewed
from along the solar wind flow
direction, and shaded regions of
each surface are regions predicted
to be K-H unstable. Different
panels consider different levels of
magnetospheric polar flattening.
Adapted from Desroche et al.
(2012)

processes operating at Jupiter’s magnetopause, limited spacecraft data sets prevent large
statistical analyses. Note that separating wave-driving mechanisms is difficult, i.e. solar wind
pressure fluctuations can cause waves as well as K-H instability growth.

In their assessment of what conditions at Jupiter’s magnetopause mean for how the solar
wind interacts with the magnetosphere, Desroche et al. (2012) consider the K-H stability of
the boundary. They found that polar flattening of the magnetosphere (caused by centrifugal
confinement of magnetospheric plasma in roughly the plane of the planetary equator) can
have a significant effect on the flow in the magnetosheath, and that, as expected, the dawn
flank of the magnetopause should be far more K-H unstable than the dusk flank, due to the
difference in flow shears (see Fig. 6).

Delamere and Bagenal (2010) suggested that solar wind driving of Jupiter’s magneto-
sphere is predominantly due to viscous processes, like growth of the K-H instability, operat-
ing at the magnetopause. This model is akin to that of Axford and Hines (1961). Delamere
and Bagenal (2010) suggested that rather than a global cycle of reconnection where flux is
opened at the dayside magnetopause and closed in the magnetotail, flux is predominantly
opened and closed intermittently in small-scale structures in turbulent interaction regions on
the flanks of the magnetosphere. K-H vortices and associated reconnection is a key element
of this understanding of Jupiter’s magnetospheric dynamics.

Statistical studies of perturbations of Saturn’s magnetopause have provided a clearer pic-
ture of K-H instability growth at this magnetospheric boundary. Case studies initially re-
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Fig. 7 Location of potential
signatures of Kelvin-Helmholtz
(K-H) vortices on Saturn’s
magnetopause. Approximately
the planetary equatorial plane is
shown, with the center of Saturn
at the origin, and the x-axis
pointing towards the Sun.
Dashed curves indicate the range
of possible locations of Saturn’s
magnetopause. The Cassini
spacecraft trajectory is shown as
a solid gray line. The locations of
identified signatures are
indicated, and their color
indicates whether they
correspond to occasions when the
spacecraft was in the
magnetosheath or the
magnetosphere. Taken from
Delamere et al. (2013)

vealed evidence for waves on both the dawn and dusk sides of the magnetopause (Huddle-
ston et al. 1997; Masters et al. 2009; Cutler et al. 2011), before a recent statistical study by
Masters et al. (2012b) showed that waves are a common feature of Saturn’s magnetopause
dynamics. Contrary to our expectation of a dawn-dusk asymmetry, roughly equal wave oc-
currence was found at dawn and dusk. The tailward propagation of the identified waves,
generally perpendicular to the local magnetospheric magnetic field, suggests that the K-H
instability is a dominant wave driving mechanism. Most recently, Mistry et al. (2014) used
simple modeling to propose that the amplitude of K-H waves is generally comparable to
the amplitude of global boundary oscillations at a period close to that of planetary rotation.
A case study of a spacecraft encounter with a K-H vortex near the boundary of Saturn’s
magnetosphere was presented by Masters et al. (2010), and analysed in further detail by
Delamere et al. (2011) and Wilson et al. (2012). Masters et al. (2010) suggested that such
structures can generate spots of auroral emission, which are similar to observed auroral
features (Grodent et al. 2011). A more comprehensive study of K-H vortices was recently
reported by Delamere et al. (2013). These authors identified the distinctive magnetic field
signatures of K-H vortices to identify many possible vortex events, which mostly occurred
on the dusk flank, also contrary to expectations (see Fig. 7). Delamere et al. (2013) suggested
that this is because K-H perturbations grow in the prenoon to dusk region, before moving to
dusk with the local centre of mass where they are encountered as vortices.

Numerical models have also been used to address the Saturn magnetopause K-H in-
stability problem. Magnetohydrodynamic simulations of Saturn’s magnetosphere suggest
K-H vortex formation at both dawn and dusk (Fukazawa et al. 2007a, 2007b; Walker et al.
2011), although the reason for this may differ from the reason for the observed absence
of the expected local time asymmetry. In addition, hybrid simulations suggest apprecia-
ble vortex-induced diffusion and energy transport across Saturn’s magnetopause (Delamere
et al. 2011), which could drive magnetospheric dynamics.

These studies of shear-flow-driven instabilities at the magnetopauses of Jupiter and Sat-
urn suggest some differences with the terrestrial case, which remain to be comprehensively
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explained. However, it is very likely that the growth of these instabilities is widespread, par-
ticularly in the case of Saturn where statistical observation based on spacecraft observations
have been carried out.

4 Auroral Signatures

4.1 Dynamics of Internally-Driven Aurora

Auroral emissions at Jupiter and Saturn originate from the impact of charged particles in
their hydrogen-dominated atmosphere (see review of the atmospheric response to these
charged particles in Badman et al. 2014a). The aurora at Jupiter is generally described as
formed of three components, the satellite footprints, the main oval and the polar emissions.
A fourth component should however be added to this trio: the outer emissions, i.e. the emis-
sions located equatorward from the main oval, but not directly related with the satellite
footprints. All these components vary with time, often independently. But sometimes the
combination of the observed changes proves to be a valuable tool to unveil the large scale
magnetospheric processes at play. The auroral processes that dominate at Jupiter are also
present at Saturn. For example, Enceladus also creates an auroral footprint on Saturn (Pryor
et al. 2011). Additionally, low latitude aurora have also been identified on Saturn in the
infrared and ultraviolet domain, which could correspond to the main emissions and to the
outer emission on Jupiter, respectively (Stallard et al. 2008; Grodent et al. 2010).

4.1.1 The Satellite Footprints

At Jupiter, satellite footprints are the auroral signature of the electro-magnetic interaction
between the Galilean moons Io, Europa and Ganymede on the one hand and the Jovian mag-
netosphere on the other hand. They appear as individual or a series of auroral spots located
close to the field lines connected to moons, sometimes accompanied with arcs mapping to
the moons’ orbit (see review by Bonfond 2012). While the location of the Io footprint ap-
pears to remain constant with time for a given System III longitude, the Ganymede footprint
may shift from one epoch to another (see Fig. 8). This shift is the consequence of changes in
the magnetic field mapping and an equatorward motion corresponds to variations of either
the current sheet density or thickness (Grodent et al. 2008). Ganymede and its footprint thus
constitute precious landmarks to disentangle motions of auroral features owing to the mag-
netic field topology from those owing to motion of the source region in the magnetosphere.

Based on ultraviolet observations from the UVIS instrument on board Cassini, Pryor
et al. (2011) identified the presence of the Enceladus footprint on three pseudo-images of
the northern polar region. However, this footprint is particularly weak and cases of non-
detection far outnumber the positive detections.

4.1.2 Outer Emissions

The outer emissions generally designate the auroral emissions located equator-ward from
the main oval, but excluding the satellite footprints. They appear in three form: arcs, patches
and diffuse emissions. It is thought that these outer emissions are caused by two different
mechanisms: pitch angle diffusion and inward injections of hot plasma.

Based on simultaneous in-situ and auroral observations by Galileo and HST, Radioti et al.
(2009a) attributed the faint arcs and elongated diffuse emissions to electrons being diffused
in the loss cone at the pitch angle diffusion boundary.
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Fig. 8 Polar projection of the northern Jovian hemisphere aurora on February 27th (left panel) and on May
21st 2007 (right panel). The observing geometry was very similar, with CMLs of 155.3◦ and 159.7◦ re-
spectively and a Ganymede S3 longitude of 246.6◦ and 247.0◦ respectively. Nevertheless, the Ganymede
footprint is outside the main emission in the first image and inside it in the second case, suggesting that the
source region has moved inside the Ganymede orbit (15 RJ ). Additionally, the Ganymede footprint location
moved 0.5◦ equatorwards implying an increased stretching of the magnetic field lines. The white line is the
reference oval from February 2007

The patchy blobs, appearing either individually or in groups, have been attributed by
Mauk et al. (2002) to injections of hot plasma coming from the outer magnetosphere and
moving rapidly radially inward as a counterpart to the cold plasma moving out of the inner
magnetosphere. Cassini energetic electron measurements (Radioti et al. 2009b) and numer-
ical simulations together with simultaneous UV and ENA emissions (Radioti et al. 2013b)
also indicate that injected plasma populations can create auroral emissions at Saturn. These
studies suggest that, in the Kronian system, pitch angle diffusion associated with electron
scattering by whistler-mode waves is the main driver of the UV auroral emissions associ-
ated with injections, while field aligned currents driven by the pressure gradient along the
boundaries of the cloud might have a smaller contribution.

The morphological differences between these features is not always clear and some stud-
ies have mixed these two types of emissions under the generic terms of low-latitude or outer
emissions. The brightness of the outer emissions does not seem to be correlated with the
solar wind input, but appears to have considerably increased as the main oval expanded in
spring 2007 (Nichols et al. 2009a; Bonfond et al. 2012). At Saturn, Grodent et al. (2010)
reported the presence of a diffuse outer auroral oval, based on ultraviolet images from HST.
Such an oval would map between 4 and 11 RS and could be related to the precipitation of
hot electrons diffusing in the loss cone.

4.1.3 Main Emissions/Main Oval

The brightest feature of the jovian aurora is a ring of emission centered on each magnetic
pole, which is usually called the main oval or main emissions. Indeed, the oval usually ap-
pears broken and sometimes shows forks and parallel arcs. Moreover, the part of the main
emissions corresponding to the pre-noon sector is generally 5 to 10 times weaker than the
remaining of the aurora in the UV domain (Radioti et al. 2008a). While the UV and infrared
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main emissions are colocated, the brightness variations along the oval do not appear corre-
lated (Radioti et al. 2013a). In the X-rays, the signature of the main emission differs from
those of the polar emissions. The photons originating from the main oval are more energetic
(>2 keV) and caused by electron bremsstrahlung while the softer photons (<2 keV) from
the polar regions are related to the precipitation of highly stripped heavy ions (Branduardi-
Raymont et al. 2008). The origin of the main emissions is related to the corotation break-
down, the large scale magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling and the associated field-aligned
currents (e.g. Nichols 2011; Ray et al. 2012 and reference therein).

Gustin et al. (2004) analysed far UV spectra from the STIS instrument on-board HST and
studied the relationship between the brightness of the emissions and the methane absorption
(through color ratios). They showed that the energy flux of the precipitating electrons was
usually (but not always) correlated to the energy of these electrons, as expected from an
acceleration caused by field aligned currents. They also showed that this correlation was
much less clear for the polar emissions. They did not show any systematic dependence
of the electron energy with local time, but the orientation of the observations was always
similar (i.e. Central Meridian Longitude around 160◦ for the north and around 80◦ for the
south).

Observed in the early FUV images of the jovian aurora (Ballester et al. 1996; Clarke et al.
1998) and then regularly afterwards, these dramatic enhancements of the dawn arc of the
main emissions are still poorly understood. Gustin et al. (2006) found that while exclusively
found at dawn, the brightness enhancements appeared to rotate with the magnetic field.
They also showed that the brightness and the color ratio of these storms are correlated on
timescales of tens of minutes. Moreover, during the large HST campaign in spring 2007,
Nichols et al. (2009a) did not notice any relationship between the occurrence of dawn storms
and the solar wind, contrary to other features (see below).

A correlation of the auroral emitted power with the solar wind pressure has been reported
by Nichols et al. (2007), Clarke et al. (2009), Nichols et al. (2009a) (see Fig. 9), even if it is
lower than at Saturn. This difference between the two planets was expected since the main
emissions at Jupiter result from currents related to the corotation lag of outward drifting
plasma. Actually, first order models predicted that solar wind compression regions would
induce an increase in the angular velocity of the equatorial plasma and decrease the currents
related to the lag from corotation, thus resulting in a dimmer aurora (e.g. Southwood and
Kivelson 2001). Contrary to these expectations, Nichols et al. (2007) reported a brighten-
ing of the main emission corresponding to a period when the magnetosphere first modestly
shrunk and then expanded, based on images acquired in 2000 while Cassini was upstream of
Jupiter. Clarke et al. (2009) compared the brightness of the whole jovian aurora with solar
wind conditions during the large 2007 HST campaign and came to a similar conclusion, i.e.
a correlation of the auroral brightness with the solar wind pressure. Using the same 2007
data set, Nichols et al. (2009a) separated the aurora into distinct regions: the low latitude
emissions, the main emissions, and the high latitude emissions, in order to identify the com-
ponent of the aurora which responded the most to solar wind input. The outer region does
not appear to be correlated with the solar wind, but enhancements of the main emissions and,
to a lesser extent, of parts of the polar emissions are associated with solar wind compression
regions, as in Nichols et al. (2007).

The solution of this issue may lie in the detailed timing of the response to the arrival of a
compression region, as more detailed models suggest that it may result in successive phases
of auroral dimming and brightening (Cowley et al. 2007). Indeed, estimates of the solar wind
condition at Jupiter based on Earth-based measurements has always been challenging; the
most tricky part being the prediction of the arrival time of the shocks. The delay between
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Fig. 9 HST images obtained during the Cassini Jupiter fly-by epoch and corresponding to a solar wind
rarefaction region (left) and compression region (right) (adapted from Nichols et al. 2007)

the arrival of a compression region at the dayside front of the magnetopause and the auroral
response is thus unclear with the current dataset.

The radial distance where the main emissions are mapping appears to vary with both
local time and time. Grodent et al. (2003a) studied the location of the main oval on five sets
of images from the northern hemisphere and reported a shift in its location as a function
of CML. Since System III-fixed features appear to migrate poleward as the planet rotates,
these images suggest that the L-shells related to the main emissions are closer at dusk then
at dawn. The authors explained this difference with a different mass outflow rate as a func-
tion of the local time. Vogt et al. (2011) built a local time dependent magnetic field mapping
model to map and interpret the auroral emissions located poleward of the Ganymede foot-
print. One of their main results was that the main emissions mapped closer to Jupiter at dawn
rather than at dusk, contrary to the previous conclusion.

Additionally, Grodent et al. (2008) has shown that the location of the main emissions,
even when observed in very similar configurations, could significantly (equivalent of 3◦ of
latitude) change from one observation to another. On the same pair of images, the location
of the Ganymede footprint had also shifted in the same direction. Based on images from
the large HST campaign from spring 2007, Bonfond et al. (2012) also studied the location
of the main emissions and showed that the main oval location continuously expended from
February to June. On top of this long-term trend, the location of the main emissions showed
day-by-day variations. Both studies showed that the Ganymede footprint had also moved
in the same direction as the main oval, indicating that the apparent motion of the main
oval was at least partially due to a stretching of the magnetic field lines. At the same time,
these authors noticed that the occurrence of very bright outer emissions also increased from
February to June. They interpreted these events as the outcome of an increased Io torus and
plasma sheet density caused by an increased volcanism on Io, supporting the conclusions
of Nichols (2011). This enhanced loading of the system would lead to both an increase of
the plasma sheet density, explaining the shift of the Ganymede footprint, and an increase of
the plasma outflow rate, explaining the expansion of the main oval. Moreover, an increased
injection occurrence rate, in order to conserve the magnetic flux in the inner magnetosphere,
would explain the increased occurrence of large injection blobs.
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Fig. 10 Polar projection of the northern auroral region obtained from the Hubble Space Telescope on De-
cember 16, 2000, at CML = 220 deg. The main emission is indicated by the arrow. The shape and position of
the three main polar regions are shown: the dark region (yellow contour), the swirl region (red contour), and
the active region (green contour). The polar dawn arcs/spots and the nightside spot are indicated. Parallels
and meridians are drawn every 10 deg. The CML is marked with a vertical green dashed line and longi-
tude 180 deg is highlighted with a red dashed line. The red dot locates the magnetic footprint of Ganymede
(VIP4 model) as the orbital longitude of the satellite matches the CML and therefore indicates the direction
of magnetic noon at 15 RJ . Adapted from Grodent et al. (2003b)

At Saturn, observations of H+
3 emissions in the infrared domain demonstrated the pres-

ence of an auroral oval mapping to a radial distance of 4 RS (Stallard et al. 2008). This
infrared secondary oval is thus located at lower latitude than the ultraviolet oval described
above. The location and the faint emissions are consistant with models of a current sys-
tem associated with the corotation breakdown of the magnetospheric plasma, similar to the
Jupiter case (see also Ray et al. 2013).

4.2 Dynamics of the Polar Aurora

4.2.1 Jupiter

The emissions located poleward of the main emission at Jupiter, the polar emissions, are
suggested to be magnetically connected to the middle and outer magnetosphere and possibly
related to a sector of Dungey and/or Vasyliunas cycle flows (Cowley et al. 2003; Grodent
et al. 2003b; Stallard et al. 2003). They are classified into three main regions: the swirl, the
dark and the active region (Fig. 10).

The swirl region is the polar-most region of the polar emissions. It usually displays weak
and very dynamic patches of emission that sometimes give the impression of a rotating
crown on animations made of successive images. Its IR counterpart is the fixed- Dark Polar
region (Stallard et al. 2003). According to the magnetic field mapping model by Vogt et al.
(2011), this area is a region of open flux, which is consistent with the fact that the ionospheric
flow are fixed relative to the sun, though Delamere and Bagenal (2010) argued that this
region may be tied to intermittently open flux stemming from a viscous interaction along
the dawn flank.

Polar auroral filaments have been observed in the same region. Nichols et al. (2009b)
reported the finding of thin rectilinear and quasi-sun aligned features in the swirl region.
The sunward head of the filaments remains fixed in local time while the anti-sun-ward part
sub-corotates. These filaments were seen in 7 % of the 2007 HST observations and their
occurrence appears to be independent from the solar wind conditions. Nichols et al. (2009b)
suggested that these emissions could be related to magnetotail dynamics.
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The dark region is usually devoid of significant UV emissions. It appears to correspond
to a region that is also relatively dark in the IR: the rotating Polar Dark Region (r-DPR). This
region has been associated with downward going field aligned currents, which would explain
why the region is dark (Grodent et al. 2003b). However, the brightness of the IR emissions
in the r-DPR still represent 30 to 40 % of those of the main emissions relative brighter in
IR compared to the low emission in UV (Stallard et al. 2003). Recent studies suggested that
this difference is explained in terms of soft precipitation and most probable Joule heating
(Radioti et al. 2013a). Moreover, the mapping model from Vogt et al. (2011) suggests that
half of the dark region corresponds to closed field lines while the other half corresponds to
opened field lines, in contradiction with the apparent uniformity of this region. Delamere
and Bagenal (2013) suggested that this region contains closed flux with much of the missing
flux from Vogt et al. (2011) stored in a wing along the dawn flank. The FUV-dark region
also appears dark in the X-rays (Branduardi-Raymont et al. 2008).

At the equatorward edge of the dark region, at the dawn and midnight flank of the main
emission auroral observations have shown the occasional appearance of spotty transient
emissions (Fig. 10). In particular, parallel arc structures are observed to be located in the
dawn sector (Grodent et al. 2003a) and isolated spots to appear in the dusk-midnight sector,
poleward of the main emission (Grodent et al. 2004). The dawn arcs and the nightside spots
were proposed to be triggered by reconnection processes in the jovian magnetotail, given
their observed location and properties. An analysis based on daily UV auroral observations
(Radioti et al. 2008b) revealed the presence of periodic auroral features (“polar dawn spots”,
similar to the dawn arcs (Grodent et al. 2003a). They consist of transient auroral emissions in
the polar dawn region, with a characteristic recurrence period of 2–3 days. Because of their
periodic recurrence and observed location, the polar dawn spots were interpreted as auroral
signatures of internally driven magnetic reconnection in the jovian magnetotail (Vasyliunas
cycle). Particularly, they were associated with the inward moving flow bursts released during
magnetotail reconnection in Jupiter’s tail (Radioti et al. 2010). The association of the polar
dawn auroral spots with tail reconnection was further confirmed by Ge et al. (2010). The
authors magnetically mapped tail reconnection events into Jupiter’s ionosphere, by tracing
field lines using a jovian magnetosphere model (Khurana 1997).

More recently, Radioti et al. (2011b) reported observations of a dusk side spot occurring
at nearly the same time as a reconnection signature was observed in the Galileo magnetome-
ter data (Vogt et al. 2010). This spot was mapped using an updated mapping model to an
equatorial position close to the Galileo spacecraft and inside of a statistical X-line, further
confirming the association of the auroral spots with inward flow from tail reconnection. Not
only UV but also IR emissions bear the signature of tail reconnection. Comparison of near-
simultaneous UV and IR observations on 26 July 1998 has revealed a bright IR polar spot,
which could be a possible signature of tail reconnection (Radioti et al. 2011b). The IR spot
appears within an interval of 30 minutes from the ultraviolet, poleward of the main emis-
sion in the ionosphere and in the post-dusk sector planetward of the tail reconnection X-line
in the equatorial plane. Finally, auroral observations can provide a hint as to the extent of
the tail X-line. Near-simultaneous HST auroral and Galileo observations demonstrated that
ionospheric signatures of inward moving flows released during tail reconnection are instan-
taneously detected over a wide local time range (Radioti et al. 2011b). However, whether
reconnection at Jupiter’s tail can result in a simultaneous release of flow bursts over a large
local time sector is a question still to be resolved by future missions to Jupiter and/or remote
observations.

The brightest polar region is called the active region and is located inside the dusk flank
of the main emission. It usually displays a mix of quiet and dynamic auroral spots, blobs
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Fig. 11 Polar projection of
Saturn’s northern aurora obtained
with the FUV channel of UVIS
onboard Cassini on January 21,
2009. Noon is to the bottom and
dusk to the right. The grid shows
latitudes at intervals of 10◦ and
meridians of 40◦. Arrows
indicate the main emission and
bifurcations of the main
emission. Adapted from Radioti
et al. (2011a)

and arcs (Grodent et al. 2003b). It’s IR counterpart appears to be the Bright Polar Region
(Stallard et al. 2003).

In the active region, extremely bright flares are observed. These are localized transient
features, which exhibit intense brightenings. Waite et al. (2001) reported an extreme case
where the brightness reached 40 MR. Elsner et al. (2005) compared the timing and the lo-
cation of the UV and the Xray flares and found that flare brightenings in both wavelengths
were quasi-simultaneous, but not exactly co-located. Simultaneous UV and X-Ray observa-
tions demonstrated that the <2 keV photons appear co-located in the “active region”, while
there is absence of high energy X-ray photons in this area (Branduardi-Raymont et al. 2008).
Finally, Bonfond et al. (2011) reported two cases of quasiperiodic variations of these flare
emissions, with a re-occurrence time of 2–3 minutes. They also noted a rapid dawnward
propagation of the flares in one of the cases. They tentatively attributed these periodic flares
to a signature of pulsed component reconnection on the dayside magnetosphere. However,
the recent finding of similar periodicities in high-energy electron data in the outer and mid-
dle magnetosphere put this interpretation into question. Moreover, Pallier and Prange (2001)
suggested that some of the emissions in the active region could be associated with the cusp.

4.2.2 Saturn

Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations demonstrated that Saturn’s aurora responds to
solar wind changes (Grodent et al. 2005; Clarke et al. 2009) and its brightness and shape
varies with time. The main auroral emission at Saturn (Fig. 11) is suggested to be produced
by the magnetosphere-solar wind interaction, through the shear in rotational flow across the
open closed field line boundary (OCFLB) (e.g. Cowley and Bunce 2003; Bunce et al. 2008).
Saturn’s auroral morphology is, to a large extent, controlled by the balance between the mag-
netic field reconnection rate at the dayside magnetopause and the reconnection rate in the
nightside tail (Cowley et al. 2004; Badman et al. 2005, 2014b). Recently, Ultraviolet Imag-
ing Spectrograph (UVIS) observations revealed the presence of small-scale structures in the
dayside main auroral emissions indicative of magnetopause Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities
(Grodent et al. 2011).

Observations (Gérard et al. 2004, 2005) and theoretical studies (Bunce et al. 2005a)
showed that bright FUV emissions at Saturn observed occasionally near noon are probably
associated with reconnection occurring at the dayside magnetopause, similar to the “lobe
cusp spot” at Earth (i.e. emissions located at the cusp magnetic foot point, Fuselier et al.
2002). Specifically, it was proposed by Bunce et al. (2005a) that pulsed reconnection at the
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low-latitude dayside magnetopause for northward directed Interplanetary Magnetic Field
(IMF) is giving rise to pulsed twin-vortical flows in the magnetosphere and ionosphere in
the vicinity of the OCFLB. For the case of southward IMF and high-latitude lobe reconnec-
tion pulsed twin-vortical flows, bi-polar field-aligned currents are expected and associated
with auroral intensifications poleward of the OCFLB. Recently, Cassini UVIS revealed the
presence of bifurcations of the main dayside auroral emission, which are interpreted as sig-
natures of consecutive reconnection events at Saturn’s magnetopause (Radioti et al. 2011a).
The authors suggested that magnetopause reconnection can lead to a significant increase of
the open flux within a couple of days. In particular, it was estimated that each reconnec-
tion event opens ∼10 % of the flux contained within the polar cap. Further studies based
on Cassini multi-instrument observations, including auroral UV and IR data, confirmed that
the auroral arcs are related to bursty reconnection at Saturn involving upward field aligned
currents (Badman et al. 2012b) and suggested that bursty reconnection at Saturn is efficient
at transporting flux (Badman et al. 2013). Additionally, auroral observations have shown
evidence of magnetopause reconnection at multiple sites along the same magnetic flux tube
similar to the terrestrial case (Fasel et al. 1993), which give rise to successive rebrightenings
of auroral structures (Radioti et al. 2013c).

In addition to dayside reconnection, tail reconnection leaves its signature in the aurora at
Saturn. Changes in open flux obtained from the auroral images and comparison with open
flux estimated from the upstream interplanetary data allowed the estimation of the average
tail reconnection rates at Saturn (Badman et al. 2005). Also, small spots of auroral emission
lying near the main emission, observed by the UVIS instrument onboard Cassini, are sug-
gested to be associated with dipolarizations in the tail (Jackman et al. 2013). These auroral
features are suggested to be the precursor to a more intense activity associated with recur-
rent energization via particle injections from the tail following reconnection and plasmoid
formation (Mitchell et al. 2009).

Auroral dawn enhancements expanding in the polar auroral region have been recently
reported in different studies and related to tail reconnection. Nichols et al. (2014) pre-
sented HST auroral intensifications in the dawn auroral sector, propagating at 330 % rigid
corotation from near 01 h LT toward 08 h LT. They suggested that these emissions are in-
dicative of ongoing, bursty reconnection of lobe flux in the magnetotail, with flux closure
rates of 280 kV. Similar events of intense dawn auroral activity were recently observed
by the UVIS instrument on board Cassini (Radioti et al. 2014a) and was characterized
by significant flux closure with a rate ranging from 200 to 1000 kV. Additionally, Radi-
oti et al. (2014b) revealed multiple intensifications within an enhanced auroral dawn region
suggesting an x-line in the tail, which extends from 02 to 05 LT. The localized enhance-
ments evolved in arc and spot-like small scale features, which were suggested to be related
to plasma flows enhanced from reconnection which diverge into multiple narrow channels
then spread azimuthally and radially. They proposed that the evolution of tail reconnection
at Saturn may be pictured by an ensemble of numerous narrow current wedges or that in-
ward transport initiated in the reconnection region could be explained by multiple localized
flow burst events. Badman (2014) reported on Saturn’s auroral morphology during a solar
wind compression event. The authors suggested that their observations were evidence of tail
reconnection events, initially involving Vasyliunas-type reconnection of closed mass loaded
magnetotail field lines and then proceeding onto open field lines, causing contraction of the
polar cap region.

Enhancements in energetic neutral atom (ENA) emission and Saturn kilometric radiation
(SKR) data, together with auroral observations from HST and UVIS reported the initiation
of several acceleration events in the midnight to dawn quadrant at radial distances of 15 to
20 RS , related to tail reconnection (Mitchell et al. 2009).
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Fig. 12 Polar projection of
Saturn’s aurora as captured from
UVIS onboard Cassini on DOY
224, 2008. The arrow indicates
the first observation of Saturn’s
transpolar arc. Its formation is
possibly related to tail
reconnection (adapted from
Radioti et al. 2014a)

Finally, UVIS auroral observations revealed the first and only observation of an Earth-like
transpolar arc at Saturn (Fig. 12) (Radioti et al. 2014a). Transpolar arcs are features which
extend from the nightside auroral oval into the open magnetic field line region (polar cap)
and they represent the optical signatures of magnetotail dynamics (e.g. Frank et al. 1982;
Kullen 2000; Milan et al. 2005). The authors suggested that the formation of the transpolar
arc at Saturn is possibly related to tail reconnection similarly to the terrestrial case (Milan
et al. 2005). However, the rarity of the occurrence of the transpolar arc at Saturn indicates
that the conditions for its formation are rarely met at the giant planet, contrary to the Earth.

4.3 Solar Wind Influence

4.3.1 Jupiter

It has long been known that Jupiter’s radio emissions associated with auroral processes are
controlled by conditions in the interplanetary medium incident on Jupiter’s magnetosphere
(Terasawa et al. 1978; Barrow et al. 1986; Zarka and Genova 1983; Genova et al. 1987; Bose
and Bhattacharya 2003; Echer et al. 2010; Hess et al. 2012). The first evidence that Jupiter’s
auroras themselves are modulated by conditions in the interplanetary medium was reported
by Baron et al. (1996), who analysed NASA IRTF observations of the planet’s H+

3 emis-
sions in conjunction with Ulysses solar wind data over a ∼100 day interval near the Jupiter
encounter in 1992. They showed that the change in solar wind dynamic pressure between
their auroral observations was reasonably well correlated with the observed total intensity
of the H+

3 auroral emission. More detailed understanding was obtained during the Cassini
Jupiter flyby in late 2000–early 2001. A combination of Cassini and Galileo spacecraft in
situ measurements and remote sensing, along with a program of Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) observations near to closest approach
revealed in detail the response of the auroral emissions to changing conditions in the inter-
planetary medium (Gurnett et al. 2002; Pryor et al. 2005; Nichols et al. 2007). The solar wind
during the interval of the encounter, which occurred at solar maximum, was dominated by
coronal mass ejections (CMEs), corotating interaction regions (CIRs) and large amplitude
stream interactions resulting in deep several-day solar wind rarefaction regions punctuated
by strong compressions as highlighted by the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) magni-
tude shown in Fig. 13(a), taken from Gurnett et al. (2002). These authors showed that, when
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Fig. 13 Plot showing
interplanetary medium, radio and
EUV data from (a) the Cassini
MAG instrument, (b) the solar
wind ion densities from the
Cassini CAPS instrument, (c) the
integrated (0.5 ± 5.6 MHz)
hectometric radiation intensities
(1-h averages) from the Galileo
PWS instrument, and (d) the
disk-integrated extreme
ultraviolet auroral H2 band
(110.8 ± 113.1 nm) intensities
for the Cassini ultraviolet
imaging spectrograph (UVIS)
instrument for event A. The
arrows show the times at which
the interplanetary shock was
detected by Cassini and Galileo.
Reproduced from Gurnett et al.
(2002)

corrected for solar wind travel time, the jovian extreme ultraviolet (EUV) emission and hec-
tometric radiation exhibited peaks in intensity of factors of 2–4 above the background near
to the time of maximum solar wind density as shown in Figs. 13(b–c).

While the global response of the auroral intensity to the interplanetary conditions was
thus revealed by the Cassini EUV data, the detailed morphological variation was elucidated
by the contemporaneous HST Space Telescope Imaging Spectrometer (STIS) images of the
far ultraviolet (FUV) aurora discussed by Grodent et al. (2003a,b) and Nichols et al. (2007).
The conditions in the interplanetary medium observed at the time of HST observations, suit-
ably propagated from the Cassini spacecraft to the planet’s ionosphere, are shown in Fig. 14,
adapted from Nichols et al. (2007). The plot is colour-coded such that red data points indi-
cate solar wind, blue represents magnetosheath, and green signifies magnetosphere. The
vertical grey lines indicate the times of the HST images. It is apparent that most of the HST
images were obtained during solar wind rarefaction regions with dynamic pressure of or-
der ∼0.01 nPa, corresponding to an expanded magnetosphere with a sub-solar distance of
∼70–100 RJ . Only one visit on 13 January corresponds to a compression event with dy-
namic pressure >0.1 nPa and a correspondingly compressed magnetosphere of sub-solar
extent ∼50–60 RJ . In Fig. 14 we then also show two representative images of the north-
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Fig. 14 Plot showing the conditions in the interplanetary medium as measured by Cassini over days
343/2000 to 025/2001, along with representative HST images of Jupiter’s auroras obtained during the in-
terval. From top to bottom the panels show: (a) the perpendicular IMF magnitude B⊥ in nT, (b) the IMF
clock angle relative to Jupiterôs spin axis θ in degrees, (c) the dynamic pressure of the solar wind pdyn in
nPa on a log scale, (d) and the estimated dayside reconnection voltage φ in kV calculated using the algorithm
of Nichols et al. (2006). Data are plotted versus estimated time of impact on Jupiterôs ionosphere, along with
the local time and range of Cassini relative to Jupiter. In the plots for θ and φ each ‘data point’ is stretched
into a vertical line representing the effect produced by the ∼ ±9.5 deg diurnal variation of Jupiterôs dipole
axis offset. The vertical grey lines indicate the times of emission of the auroral photons observed by HST.
Panels (e) and (f) show representative images of Jupiterôs northern UV aurora with CML obtained by the
HST during the millennium campaign, projected onto a latitude-longitude grid viewed from above the north
pole. The CML of each image, i.e., approximately the sunward direction, is aligned toward the bottom of
each image, such that dawn is to the left, dusk to the right, and midnight to the top. The intensity scale is
logarithmic and saturated at 250 kR. The Grodent et al. (2003a) reference main oval is shown by the dashed
red line. A 10◦ × 10◦ jovigraphic grid is overlaid. The images were obtained on 351/2000 and 013/2001.
Adapted from Nichols et al. (2007)
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ern auroras (the hemisphere most visible from Earth due to the non-dipolar nature of the
jovian internal magnetic field), corresponding to rarefaction and compression solar wind
conditions.

The basic morphology of Jupiter’s auroras has been discussed in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, such
that here we concentrate only on the differences between the two solar wind states. The
auroras associated with the rarefaction region shown in Fig. 14(e) exhibit the ‘classic’ mor-
phology, i.e. the main oval is narrow and well-defined between System III (SIII) longitudes
∼160–240◦, typically lying in the dawn to noon sector at the central meridian longitudes
for which the northern auroras are observed, while it is broad and diffuse in the ‘kink’ sec-
tor at smaller SIII longitudes. Poleward of the main oval lies a relatively dark region, more
typically existing on the dawn side but occasionally extending around to the dusk side, and
poleward still lies a region of patchy, variable emission which is particularly bright in an
active region near noon. The images obtained during the compression region on 13 January,
shown in Fig. 14(f), were in comparison obtained at high CML value, such that the viewing
angle is less optimal than for the rarefaction regions, allowing good views only of the nar-
row main oval region. However, it is obvious that the main oval is significantly brighter and
expanded poleward along its entire length, merging with bright auroral forms in the active
region, and the polar patchy emission is also extended equatorward down to the main oval.
The enhanced auroral power associated with the compression was thus a result of bright-
ened and/or expanded main oval and polar emissions. It should be noted that, although these
enhanced auroras were overall associated with a compression region, Nichols et al. (2007)
noted that there was significant variation in the interplanetary conditions during this interval,
such that it remains ambiguous as to whether the brightening was associated with a transient
compression or expansion of the magnetosphere.

Further understanding of the response of Jupiter’s auroras was obtained in 2007, when
Jupiter’s auroras were observed once per day using the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS)
onboard HST for two month-long programs, the first in February/March during the New
Horizons flyby and the second in May/June near opposition (Clarke et al. 2009; Nichols
et al. 2009a). Using these data Clarke et al. (2009) considered the variation in total emit-
ted FUV power in comparison to changes in the solar wind conditions as propagated from
Earth using the 1-D MHD model of Zieger and Hansen (2008). In total, the two intervals
included six solar wind forward shocks and three reverse shocks, the former associated with
sharp increases in dynamic pressure occurring at compression region onset but which may
also occur within larger merged compression regions, while the latter corresponds to sharp
decreases in dynamic pressure at the tail end of compressions. With some uncertainty in
the timing of the modelled propagation, Clarke et al. (2009) showed that forward shocks
were typically associated with increases in total auroral power, while reverse shocks did
not induce any significant change in auroral output. The variation of the individual com-
ponents of auroral emission over these intervals was considered by Nichols et al. (2009a),
from whose study some representative results are displayed in Figs. 15 and 16. Specifi-
cally, Figs. 15(a–c) show the power variation from the 3 different regions of the auroras
delimited by the solid yellow lines in Fig. 16, i.e. the high latitude region, the main oval,
and the low latitude region, and panels (d) and (e) show the solar wind dynamic pressure
and IMF magnitude estimated using the model of Zieger and Hansen (2008). In the bottom
two panels the solid lines show the model result with the original timings, while the dotted
lines show the results shifted by +2.1 days, calibrated to an interplanetary forward shock
observed by the New Horizons spacecraft on day 53 (Clarke et al. 2009). The dark grey
regions show the estimated arrival time of the forward shocks within 1 − σ uncertainty of
the MHD model timings, and the light grey regions are similar but for the shifted timings.
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Fig. 15 Plots showing the power emitted from the different auroral regions, along with the modelled solar
wind conditions for the first HST campaign in February/March 2007. Specifically, we show (a) the power
emitted from the high latitude region PHL in GW, (b) the power emitted from the main oval region PMO
in GW, (c) the power emitted from the low latitude region PLL in GW, (d) the solar wind dynamic pressure
in nPa, and (e) the IMF magnitude |B| in nT. The individual points in panels (a)–(c) represent the powers
obtained for each image. The solid lines in the MHD model panels show the original model timings, while
the dotted line show the timings shifted by +2.1 days. The dark grey regions shows the estimated arrival
time of the forward shocks within 1 standard deviation uncertainty of the MHD model timings, and the light
grey regions are similar but for the shifted timings. Also shown in panel (e) are the estimated locations of the
heliospheric sector boundaries, along with the sign of BT either side. The original timing is on top, while the
shifted timing is below. Reproduced from Nichols et al. (2009a)

As discussed by Clarke et al. (2009), three overall brightness enhancements were observed,
two corresponding forward shocks (the first using the shifted model timings, the second us-
ing the original timing), while the third, a dawn storm, does not correspond obviously to
any solar wind event. The auroral emissions corresponding to the data points labelled at the
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Fig. 16 Representative HST images of Jupiter’s northern auroras corresponding to the visits labeled at the
top of Fig. 15. The projection view is from above the north pole, and the image is displayed with a log color
scale saturated at 500 kR. The red line shows the reference main oval as given by Table 1 in Nichols et al.
(2009a). The solid yellow lines show the boundaries between the high latitude region, the main oval and the
low latitude emission. The dashed yellow line indicates the boundary between the polar inner and polar outer
regions. The yellow points indicate a 10◦ × 10◦ planetocentric latitude—SIII longitude grid. The image is
oriented such that SIII longitude 180◦ is directed toward the bottom. Reproduced from Nichols et al. (2009a)

top of Fig. 15(a) are shown in Fig. 16. Using these data, Nichols et al. (2009a) showed that
Jupiter’s auroras respond to solar wind compression region onset in a broadly repeatable
manner, which can be summarised as follows:

– The total emitted power from the main oval increases by factors of ∼2–3.
– The main oval is brightened along longitudes >165◦, and is shifted poleward by ∼ 1◦ and

expanded, as evidenced in Figs. 16(b) and (c), and (e–g).
– In contrast, there is little emission at longitudes < 165◦, and any auroras are patchy and

disordered.
– Under-sampling notwithstanding, the main oval apparently persists in this disturbed state

for 2–3 days following compression region onset.
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– The poleward emission varies broadly with the main oval, but with significant variation
superposed thereon.

– The noon active region is brightened for ∼1 day and merges with the poleward-shifted
main oval, as shown in Figs. 16(b) and (e)

– Bright poleward dusk arcs, sometimes multiple in nature, are apparent for ∼2 days fol-
lowing compression region onset, as evidenced in Figs. 16(c) and (f).

– The high latitude patchy auroras vary independently from the lower latitude polar auroras
and the main oval, causing the superposed variation mentioned above.

– Dawn storms, for which the main characteristic is exceptionally bright dawn-side main
oval auroras, but in which all auroral components brighten simultaneously as shown in
Fig. 16(i), occur sporadically with no apparent solar wind trigger.

As well as these changes in the morphology of Jupiter’s auroras in response to varying
conditions in the interplanetary medium, there are a number of auroral forms which exhibit
local time alignment or are thought to be associated with the solar wind interaction. The
active region located near noon has been observed to ‘flare’ from a few kR to ∼10 MR over
a few minutes (Waite et al. 2001), and transient ‘inner ovals’ a few degrees poleward of the
main oval have also been reported (Ballester et al. 1996; Pallier and Prange 2001; Nichols
et al. 2007), similar to those thought to exist at the open-closed field line boundary (Cowley
et al. 2005a, 2007). It has been suggested that at least some of the polar auroras may be
related to the solar wind interaction at the dayside (Clarke et al. 1998; Pallier and Prange
2001; Waite et al. 2001; Grodent et al. 2003b). This idea was explored theoretically by Bunce
et al. (2004), who showed that pulsed dayside reconnection with a ∼45 min period during
intervals of strong solar wind interaction could excite adjacent high latitude regions of UV
and X-ray emission, as observed by Gladstone et al. (2002) and Elsner et al. (2005). Pulsed
reconnection is also postulated to be responsible for periodic polar flares observed in the
southern auroras, which exhibit a 2–3 minute periodicity and propagate swiftly from dusk to
dawn (Bonfond et al. 2011). Radioti et al. (2008b) presented observations of periodic polar
dawn spots of auroral emission just poleward of the main oval, which exhibit a 2–3 day pe-
riodicity, and were attributed to nightside reconnection, while Radioti et al. (2008a) showed
that the main oval exhibits a persistent dim region (‘discontinuity’) in the pre-noon sector
thought to represent a decrease in field-aligned current intensity owing to increased equa-
torial plasma angular velocity due to confinement by the magnetopause. Quasi-sun-aligned
polar auroral filaments were also reported by Nichols et al. (2009b), which are superficially
similar to terrestrial trans-polar arcs but probably not generated in the same manner. They
were observed over an interval of 6 days in 2007 and appear independent of incident solar
wind conditions, and were thus postulated to map significantly down the tail. The origin of
this feature is unknown and it is hoped that the Juno and JUICE spacecraft will shed light
on Jupiter’s enigmatic polar auroras.

4.3.2 Saturn

As for Jupiter, the modulation of Saturn’s auroral current system by the incident solar wind
was first recognized through observations of the associated radio emissions; Voyager obser-
vations showed that the intensity of the Saturn Kilometric Radiation (SKR) was correlated
with solar wind dynamic pressure (Desch and Kaiser 1981). The UV spectrometer onboard
Voyager also revealed auroral emissions at a latitude consistent with the open-closed field-
line boundary (Sandel and Broadfoot 1981). The detailed morphology of Saturn’s auroras
was revealed by later HST images, with Badman et al. (2006) and Bunce et al. (2008) con-
firming the co-location with the open-closed field-line boundary and Gérard et al. (2005)
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Fig. 17 Comparison between
HST images and solar wind
conditions propagated to Saturn
for the period 2530 January
2004. Reproduced from Crary
et al. (2005)

identifying a transient noon auroral feature on the poleward edge of the main oval with the
cusp. Transient duskside poleward forms observed in the south were associated by Radioti
et al. (2009b) with energetic particle injections, although later analysis of similar features
by Meredith et al. (2013), who examined equinoctial HST images of Saturn’s simultaneous
conjugate auroras, showed them to be hemispherically asymmetric and thus ascribed them
to dayside reconnection of the rotating planetary field with By -dominated IMF.

The breakthrough in understanding the major effect of the solar wind on Saturn’s auroras
occurred as the Cassini spacecraft was approaching the planet in January 2004, and a large
CIR passed over the spacecraft, corresponding to significantly increased solar wind velocity,
dynamic pressure and IMF magnitude as shown in Fig. 17. As also shown in the figure, con-
temporaneous HST/STIS images of Saturn’s southern auroras revealed that in response to
these enhancements the dawnside auroras brightened significantly and expanded poleward,
filling the dawnside polar cap with emission, while the radius of the oval shrank in propor-
tion to the brightness (Crary et al. 2005; Clarke et al. 2005). Using the large HST/ACS pro-
gram in 2007/2008, this was shown by Clarke et al. (2009) to be a repeatable morphological
response to solar wind compression region onset, with the total power typically increasing
by factors of ∼2–3, as shown in Figs. 18 and 19. Further analysis of the SKR intensity
over an extended interval has also revealed a positive correlation with solar wind pressure
(Rucker et al. 2008). This morphology has been interpreted theoretically as a manifestation
of compression-induced tail reconnection (Cowley et al. 2005b), while the effect of IMF di-
rection has also been shown to be a significant factor in controlling the radius of the auroral
oval (Belenkaya et al. 2010, 2011).

Since orbit insertion, the Cassini spacecraft has yielded significant information regard-
ing the solar wind effect on Saturn’s auroras. The UV Imaging Spectrometer (UVIS) and
Visible and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) onboard Cassini have also revealed
details of small-scale features in Saturn’s auroras, some of which are associated with the
solar wind interaction. Grodent et al. (2011) showed that Saturn’s main oval comprises in-
dividual auroral patches, which they associated with the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, al-
though Meredith et al. (2013) later showed that, rather than being conjugate, patches in
the two hemispheres are magnetically interlaced, and therefore identified them instead with
the field-aligned currents of eastward-propagating ULF waves. Radioti et al. (2011b) anal-
ysed bifurcations in the main oval, and associated these with pulsed dayside reconnection,
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Fig. 18 Sample UV images of Saturnôs south pole in February 2008 with quiet and disturbed conditions.
The left-hand number is day of year in 2008, and the part label letters correspond to the lettering at the top
of Fig. 19. All frames were obtained with ACS, with a limiting sensitivity of 1 to 2 kR after modelling and
subtraction of reflected solar emissions. Reproduced from Clarke et al. (2009)

while Badman et al. (2012b) identified small-scale equatorward moving H+
3 auroral forms,

as shown in Fig. 20, with dayside reconnection although it was unclear as to whether the
reconnection was at high- or low-latitudes. Recently, Badman et al. (2013) have presented
observations of poleward features near noon, in conjunction with in situ evidence of recent
dayside reconnection with the By -dominated IMF. Overall, therefore a considerable body
of evidence has now been built up suggesting the solar wind plays important roles, both
directly and indirectly, in modulating the auroral morphology at the solar system’s two giant
planets.

5 Global Modeling of the Giant Planet Magnetospheres

5.1 Global Modeling Techniques and Limitations

The most commonly used models in simulating planetary magnetospheres are magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) models in which the plasma is treated as a magnetized fluid. While an
MHD model does not treat plasma kinetic effects (e.g. gradient/curvature drift and micro-
scale wave-particle interactions) and the small-scale processes (e.g. reconnection) are facil-
itated by numerical resistivity, it has been shown to be capable of providing a reasonably
good description of the large-scale structure and dynamics of planetary magnetospheres.
Moreover, because MHD models can usually cover a large-size simulation domain and, at
the same time, achieve reasonably high spatial resolution at relatively low computational
costs (compared to kinetic/particle codes), it remains, at present, the most feasible tool for
global simulations of planetary magnetospheres. This is especially the case for the gas gi-
ants, Jupiter and Saturn, because of the vast spatial and long temporal scales involved in the
two magnetospheric systems.

There have been a number of global MHD models applied to modeling the magneto-
spheres of Jupiter (e.g. Ogino et al. 1998; Walker and Ogino 2003; Moriguchi et al. 2008;
Fukazawa et al. 2005, 2006, 2010) and Saturn (e.g., Hansen et al. 2005; Fukazawa et al.
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Fig. 19 Total auroral power
from Saturn’s south polar region,
best fit auroral oval radius, and
SKR emission spectrum
compared with propagated solar
wind velocity and dynamic
pressure in February 2008. Solar
wind values obtained by
propagation from Earth-based
measurements have arrival times
shifted 2.6 days later to match the
time when Cassini measured a
strong compression of the
magnetosphere on DOY 38. Oval
radius values were obtained by
fitting a circle to the low-latitude
edge of the observed auroral
emissions. SKR emission
measurements are from the
Cassini RPWS instrument. Solar
wind values were obtained by
propagation from Earth-based
measurements, with forward
shock times ±1σ uncertainties
shaded. Reproduced from Clarke
et al. (2009)

2007a,b; Kidder et al. 2012; Zieger et al. 2010; Walker et al. 2011; Jia and Kivelson 2012;
Jia et al. 2012a,b; Winglee et al. 2013). In developing a global magnetosphere model for the
giant planets, two aspects that are of particular importance are the rapid planetary rotation
and strong internal plasma sources associated with the moons (in particular, Io in the case
of Jupiter, and, Enceladus in the case of Saturn). All the global MHD models applied to
the gas giants are designed to include these important factors to some extent, although they
differ in many aspects, such as the assumption about the internal plasma sources, simulation
boundary conditions, and the way of modeling the coupling between the magnetosphere and
ionosphere. In the following, we provide an overview of the various global MHD simula-
tions of the giant planet magnetospheres and highlight some important findings from global
MHD models regarding the magnetospheric configuration and responses to solar wind driv-
ing.

5.2 Global Modeling Results

5.2.1 Global Configuration

Because of the rapid planetary rotation and strong internal plasma sources, the configura-
tions of Jupiter’s and Saturn’s magnetospheres differ from that of a solar wind driven mag-
netosphere, such as the Earth’s magnetosphere, where such effects do not play a significant
role in shaping the magnetosphere under normal circumstances. There have been consid-
erable efforts devoted to constructing empirical models of the magnetospheric boundaries
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Fig. 20 (a) A mosaic of six Cassini VIMS images of Saturn’s infrared aurora taken on 2008-320. The
start time of each image is marked at its edge: (i) 19:46 UT, (ii) 20:18 UT, (iii) 21:58 UT, (iv) 22:31 UT,
(v) 23:05 UT and (vi) 23:38 UT. The white grid marks latitudes at intervals of 10◦ and the noon-midnight
and dawn-dusk meridians. The white line delimited by dots shows Cassiniôs ionospheric footprint during
12:0024:00 UT on 2008-320. The white asterisk marks Cassiniôs footprint at 22:00 UT on DOY 320. (b) Im-
age i taken by Cassini VIMS showing the area overlapped by the following image ii whose outline is marked
by the white dashed line. Cassiniôs ionospheric footprint is shown here for clarity. Reproduced from Badman
et al. (2012b)

based on in-situ observations. Complementary to those data-based empirical models, global
MHD models of the giant planets that incorporate the aforementioned important effects may
provide useful, quantitative information about the global shape of the magnetosphere as well
as how it varies with both the external and internal conditions.

In a series of global simulation studies of Jupiter’s magnetosphere (Ogino et al. 1998;
Walker et al. 2005; Fukazawa et al. 2006), the authors have examined the modeled loca-
tions of Jupiter’s magnetopause and bow shock for cases with and without the planetary
rotation included, and also compared model results for low and high solar wind dynamic
pressure conditions. By comparing the magnetopause locations from simulation runs with
and without rotation included, their model results clearly demonstrate the effect of centrifu-
gal inflation of Jupiter’s magnetosphere (e.g., Hill et al. 1974). They also find that for the
range of dynamic pressures used in their simulations, the modeled magnetopause locations,
in general, fall within the range inferred from spacecraft observations.

Similar modeling studies on magnetospheric boundaries have been carried out for Saturn.
For example, Jia et al. (2012b) have compared the standoff distances of Saturn’s bow shock
and magnetopause between their global MHD model and data-based empirical model. The
non-steady solar wind input used in the Jia et al. MHD simulation allows for comparison for
a wide range of solar wind dynamic pressures as well as for a variety of IMF conditions. As
shown in Fig. 21, the sub-solar magnetopause location predicted by the MHD model agrees
well with the prediction by the empirical model of Kanani et al. (2010) developed using
Cassini data. For various external conditions considered, not only the mean location but also
the variation of the magnetopause location show good agreement between the two models.
The MHD model result also confirms the finding obtained from earlier analysis using Cassini
data (e.g., Arridge et al. 2006; Kanani et al. 2010) that Saturn’s magnetopause is neither as
rigid as the Earth’s nor as compressible as Jupiter’s. An interesting feature predicted by both
the MHD and empirical models is that as the dynamic pressure becomes weaker, Saturn’s
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Fig. 21 Comparison of the magnetopause standoff distance between the global MHD simulation of Jia et al.
(2012a) and the data-based empirical model of Kanani et al. (2010) constructed based on Cassini observations.
(top) The solar wind conditions used as model input, including the IMF orientation (indicated by the red
arrows) and the dynamic pressure. The orange lines mark the times when the discontinuities of IMF rotation
arrive at the nose of the magnetopause. (bottom) The red dots show the standoff distance extracted from the
MHD simulation and the blue trace along with the green shaded area indicate the standoff distance predicted
by the magnetopause model of Kanani et al. (2010)

magnetopause boundary location tends to exhibit larger variations. The global MHD simu-
lation also suggests that the location of Saturn’s magnetopause is less sensitive to changes in
the IMF orientation than to the dynamic pressure, a result also obtained from another global
simulation study by Fukazawa et al. (2007b).

In addition to the sub-solar locations of the magnetopause and bow shock, another impor-
tant aspect concerning the shape of the magnetosphere is its dimensions in the dawn-dusk
direction and in the north-south direction. Because of the presence of a disk-like current
sheet at Jupiter, Jupiter’s magnetospheric boundaries are expected to exhibit strong polar
flattening (e.g., Slavin et al. 1985; Huddleston et al. 1998; Pilkington et al. 2014), mean-
ing that the magnetosphere extends further from the planet in the dawn-dusk direction than
in the north-south direction. Walker et al. (2005) have specifically discussed the issue of
polar flattening by use of their Jupiter simulations considering a variety of external con-
ditions. They find that, while polar flattening is present in their simulations, the level of
flattening appears to depend on various factors including both the strength and orienta-
tion of the IMF and the upstream solar wind dynamic pressure. Their model results sug-
gest that polar flattening is more prominent for lower solar wind dynamic pressure. While
more observational data along with modeling efforts are clearly needed to better charac-
terize the polar flattening effect at Jupiter, comparatively little is known about this effect
at Saturn. Future studies combining analysis of Cassini measurements with global magne-
tosphere models certainly need to be undertaken to assess the effect of polar flattening at
Saturn.
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5.2.2 Global Dynamics (Magnetospheric Responses to Solar Wind Driving)

Global MHD models have also been used extensively to study the dynamics of the giant
planet magnetospheres. For rapidly rotating magnetospheres like those of Jupiter and Saturn,
the interplay between rotationally driven processes and solar wind driven processes is an
important aspect in considering global magnetospheric dynamics. Towards this end, global
MHD models have been used to investigate the relative importance of various internal and
external processes in driving global magnetospheric dynamics, though the detailed internal
magnetodisc force balance involving both thermal and superthermal plasma populations
described by Achilleos et al. (2010a,b) cannot be self-consistently modeled in MHD.

For Jupiter, while it is generally thought that the magnetosphere is driven largely by
internal processes, the extent to which the solar wind affects the global dynamics of the
magnetosphere remains uncertain. Fukazawa et al. (2006) performed a set of global MHD
simulations to systematically examine the effect of the IMF and solar wind dynamic pressure
on Jupiter’s magnetospheric structure and dynamics. They find that the dynamic pressure
controls the overall size of the magnetosphere and can sometimes influence the properties
of Jupiter’s plasma sheet through altering the size of the cushion region, an intermediate
region of enhanced magnetic field strength between the dayside magnetopause and the dense
plasma sheet (see discussion by Went et al. 2011 and Kivelson and Southwood 2005). As the
dynamic pressure becomes larger, the cushion region becomes narrower such that changes
in the external solar wind can have more direct and stronger effects on the plasma sheet. The
external solar wind conditions are also found in their global simulation to be able to impose
strong influences on the global plasma convection and the magnetospheric dynamics.

Among other things, a manifestation of the external influence is the control on the way
magnetic reconnection occurs in Jupiter’s magnetotail. Their model results show that both
the IMF and dynamic pressure play an important role in determining the location of the
tail neutral line, with the neutral line being closer to the planet for higher dynamic pressure
and stronger IMF cases. The external conditions also affect how frequently tail reconnection
takes place. Under low solar wind pressure and weak IMF conditions, tail reconnection tends
to occur in a periodic manner with periods of the order of tens of hours. The Galileo En-
ergetic Particle Detectors occasionally observed periodic flow bursts (likely associated with
reconnection) in the jovian magnetotail with a periodicity of 2 to 3 days (e.g., Krupp et al.
1998; Woch et al. 2002; Kronberg et al. 2005), however, the origin of these periodic flow
bursts is not well understood. The New Horizons spacecraft traversed Jupiter’s magnetotail
and the Solar Wind Around Pluto (SWAP) instrument showed diverse plasma populations
and structures. The quasi-periodic fluctuations seen by SWAP at a 3- to 4-day period were
thought to be caused by plasmoids moving down the tail (McComas et al. 2007). Given that
the repetitive tail reconnection events seen in the global simulations have periods compara-
ble to that associated with the observed flow bursts, Fukazawa et al. (2006) have argued that
it is possible that the observed periodic flow bursts were produced by periodic formation of
tail X-line driven by the solar wind under certain external conditions.

While it is still debated whether or not the solar wind significantly impacts Jupiter’s mag-
netosphere, it is clear that Saturn’s magnetosphere responds strongly to solar wind forcing
(Sect. 4.3.2). The effect of the solar wind forcing on Saturn’s magnetosphere has also been
studied using global MHD simulations including both single-fluid (Fukazawa et al. 2007a,
2007b; Walker et al. 2011; Zieger et al. 2010; Jia et al. 2012b) and multi-fluid MHD models
(Kidder et al. 2012). Some of the modeling studies have focused on the large-scale behav-
ior of the magnetosphere under steady solar wind conditions, while others have considered
relatively realistic external conditions by using time-varying solar wind input. For instance,
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Kidder et al. (2012) examined the response of Saturn’s magnetosphere to IMF rotation and
solar wind pressure enhancement while including the affect of a warped magnetodisc gen-
erated by mechanical stresses delivered from the solar wind due to the angle between the
solar wind flow and Saturn’s spin axis (Arridge et al. 2008; Carbary et al. 2010). They found
that both types of external forcing can trigger tail reconnection forming plasmoids in their
simulation. Motivated by various observational studies (e.g., Clarke et al. 2005; Crary et al.
2005; Cowley et al. 2005b; Bunce et al. 2005b), Jia et al. (2012b) conducted a global sim-
ulation study using a solar wind input that contains features, such as compression and rar-
efaction, typical of the Corotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) formed in the solar wind near
Saturn (Jackman et al. 2008) in order to characterize the dynamical response of the mag-
netosphere to different types of solar wind disturbances. Among other things, the Jia et al.
study specifically investigated the role of tail reconnection in driving dynamics in Saturn’s
magnetosphere and how tail reconnection takes place under different external conditions.

There are two types of magnetic reconnection identified in the Jia et al. global simu-
lation. The first corresponds to the so-called “Vasyliunas-cycle” reconnection, which is an
internal process intrinsic to a rotationally driven magnetosphere (Vasyliunas 1983) where
the centrifugal acceleration of mass-loaded flux tubes forced by the planetary rotation gives
rise to reconnection on closed magnetic field lines. An important product of this process is
the formation of plasmoids, which provide a means for removing plasma from the magneto-
sphere. The second type identified in the simulation refers to the so-called “Dungey-cycle”
reconnection that involves open field lines previously stored in the tail lobes. The two types
of reconnection appear to have different field and plasma characteristics in the reconnection
products. In particular, the case involving Dungey-cycle reconnection, where reconnection
proceeds to the lobe field lines above the plasma sheet, typically results in hotter and more
depleted flux tubes with faster bulk flows in the outflows from the reconnection site com-
pared to those produced directly by the Vasyliunas-cycle reconnection. On their return from
the tail reconnection site to the dayside, the hot, tenuous, and rapidly moving flux tubes
associated with lobe field reconnection may generate significant disturbances in the magne-
tosphere and the polar ionosphere, particularly on the dawn side, such as generating strong
field-aligned currents that would be expected to cause auroral brightening (Badman and
Cowley 2007; Mitchell 2015).

The interplay between the Vasyliunas cycle and the Dungey cycle leads to a complex
picture of global magnetospheric convection at Saturn. Figure 22 shows an equatorial view
of the plasma convection pattern seen in the global simulation of Jia et al. (2012b) under
conditions of strong solar wind driving. Although this figure shows only a snapshot from the
simulation that should not be viewed as representing a steady state (especially in the case of
varying solar wind conditions), it does reveal notable features typically seen when both the
Vasyliunas and the Dungey cycles are at work. The pure Vasyliunas-cycle X-line (see the
closed magnetic loops shown by the orange lines) is confined to a limited region in the pre-
midnight sector while the Dungey-cycle X-line (across which tailward and planetward fast
flows are present), albeit variable both in space and time, is seen mainly in the post-midnight
region, adjacent to the Vasyliunas-cycle X-line. In addition to the X-line geometries, another
important feature of the resulting convection pattern is that the magnetotail on both the
dawnside and duskside flanks contains regions of mass-loaded flux tubes streaming down
the tail. These regions appear to be rather important for the loss of magnetospheric plasma,
which will be further discussed below.
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Fig. 22 An equatorial view of the global convection pattern and distribution of plasma content in Saturn’s
magnetosphere under strong solar driving conditions (from Jia et al. 2012b). The background colors represent
contours of the horizontal flow velocity (Vx ) and the color contours on a circular disk surrounding Saturn
show field-aligned currents intensity in the northern ionosphere (mapped to radial distance of 4 RS for illus-
tration purposes). The intersections of sampled closed field lines with the equatorial plane are plotted as balls
color-coded with their corresponding flux tube content. Also plotted are unit flow vectors of the closed field
lines depicting the direction of their motion. The orange traces show some representative field lines that form
closed loops. Grey squares mark off every 10 RS along the axes

5.2.3 Plasma Loss from the Magnetosphere

For both Jupiter and Saturn, where their moons are continuously adding a significant amount
of plasma into the magnetosphere, a fundamental problem is how the magnetospheric
plasma is lost from the system. Quantifying such a process through analysis of in-situ mea-
surements turns out to be rather difficult given the highly limited data coverage. Simple
order-of-magnitude estimates based on the characteristics of observed tail reconnection and
plasmoid events (Bagenal 2007; Bagenal and Delamere 2011) imply that at both planets,
plasma loss through large-scale plasmoid release appears insufficient to account for the total
loss of plasma required to balance the mass input by internal plasma sources. Global magne-
tosphere simulations may provide useful insight into how the plasma loss process(es) occur
in a rapidly rotating magnetosphere. Kidder et al. (2012) showed that plasmoid formation
can be triggered by external forcing (e.g. flipping the IMF direction or a pulse in dynamic
pressure). Zieger et al. (2010) and Jia et al. (2012b) have attempted to quantify the mass
release processes identified in their global MHD model of Saturn’s magnetosphere. Their
calculation indicates that on average large-scale plasmoid releases only account for a small
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fraction (∼10 %) of the total loss of plasma added to the magnetosphere by the moon Ence-
ladus and its extended neutral cloud. However, they find that a significant fraction of the
planetary plasma appears to be lost through processes (e.g., small-scale plasmoids) near the
flanks of the magnetotail that contain flux tubes filled with magnetospheric plasma stream-
ing down the tail (see Fig. 22). The breaking-off of those flux tubes (likely through small-
scale plasmoid release) at large distances suggest these regions are crucially important for
releasing plasma from the magnetosphere, a situation similar to that proposed by Kivelson
and Southwood (2005) in a jovian context. Selective escape of hot plasma due to its kinetic
properties was discussed by Sergis et al. (2013). Islands of heavy water groups ions were
found in the magnetosheath and upstream on the bow shock, indicating that some plasma can
escape at the dayside magnetopause. In addition, Krupp et al. (2002) discusses leakage of
energetic particles on Jupiter’s dusk flank and Thomsen et al. (2007) assesses superthermal
ions in Saturn’s foreshock region.

6 Summary

The interaction of giant planet magnetodiscs with the solar wind is tied to the momentum
transfer rate from the solar wind to the magnetodisc. In steady state, the scale of the inter-
action must be sufficient to remove plasma supplied by Io (∼100 s kg/s) and by Enceladus
(∼10 s kg/s) for Jupiter and Saturn respectively (Delamere and Bagenal 2013). Yet, the
details of how plasma is transported from the inner to the outer magnetosphere is poorly
understood and remains a fundamental and unsolved problem in magnetodisc physics. Ul-
timately, magnetic reconnection on both large-scale (Dungey/Vasyliunas cycle) and small-
scale (along the flanks of the magnetosphere) together with diffusive processes at the mag-
netopause boundary facilitate the loss of plasma from the magnetodisc to the solar wind.
Auroral signatures provide key diagnostics of this interaction and auroral evidence suggests
that large-scale plasmoid formation in the tail is not the primary loss mechanism. Instead,
small-scale drizzle along the dusk flank akin to a planetary wind may be the primary path-
way (Bagenal 2007; Thomsen et al. 2014). Global-scale MHD simulations produce drizzle
along the dusk flank, but we note that this process is a numerical artifact on the grid scale
and cannot provide insight into scale-scale physics of the problem. We summarize with the
following questions for future research efforts:

– What are the properties of radial plasma transport and magnetic flux circulation in the
giant planet magnetodiscs?

– How are thin current sheets generated in the magnetodiscs, allowing reconnection to op-
erate (Vasyliunas 1983; Zimbardo 1991)? What is the relative importance of centrifugal
stresses (internal) vs. solar wind-induced stresses (external)?

– How is plasma heated during radial transport?
– What is the prevailing mechanism for mass loss on the dusk flank (i.e. diffusive or small-

scale reconnection)?

These are some of the issues that will hopefully be addressed during the end-of-mission
polar orbit of the Cassini spacecraft and the arrival of the polar-orbiting Juno spacecraft at
Jupiter.
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